
ART. V. - Roman Sites on the Cumberland Coast: Hadrian's Wall. The fort at Bowness-
on-Solway, a reappraisal. 
By R. L. BELLHOUSE, B.Sc., F.S.A. 

MY interest in the coastal system of milefortlets and towers was not exclusive: I 
recognised that other parts of the Hadrianic frontier had been for a long time very 

properly the province of the professional archaeologist but I had no line of research that 
would take me into the Wall province. The fort at Bowness, no trace of which can be 
seen today, seemed to have been dealt with adequately in the literature of the Wall and 
it only represented to me the point on the whole frontier at, or near, which the Wall 
system became Coast system, hence my article Bowness and the coastal series.' That 
article was in preparation in 1968. In the autumn of that year, as a consequence of my 
thoughts about the course of the Vallum near Bowness, I attempted to trace the further 
course of the Valium ditch starting from the last recorded observation in the field called 
Jeffrey Croft. Results were enigmatic and inconclusive: further work by the late George 
Richardson in 1969 hinted at the possibility of the Valium not turning towards Acremire 
Lane, as described in the Wall Handbook, but continuing straight on towards the 
rectory. I thought no more about the fort and the Valium until I was finishing a new 
schedule of coastal sites in 1985. It seemed to me to be relevant to include a final 
paragraph about Bowness and publish George Richardson's report on the Valium to 
illustrate the difficulties and the possible direction in which progress might be made in 
some future investigation. The paragraph grew: I opened a file for Bowness and collected 
material. Researching sources for the new schedule had shown me the importance of 
going as far back as possible; indeed I found some surprising transmutations and 
translocations in the literature. With this in mind I looked at the key observation made 
in 193o of a road running south at the west side of the field opposite the church, never 
to this day tested by the spade. The consequences of a small excavation not finding a 
road must lead to a reappraisal of the orientation of the fort and have a bearing on the 
problems of the Valium termination and the supposed vicus. I felt that these matters 
would be better dealt with in a separate article than in an over-extended paragraph. 

All that is known about Bowness and the fort, the excavations since 193o and related 
matters, can be found in a small number of publications: first, Eric Birley's Research on 
Hadrian's Wall,2  abbreviated to RHW in text references; and Dr T. W. Potter's Romans 
in North-west England,3  abbreviated to RNE; the various editions of Collingwood Bruce's 
Handbook to the Roman Wall, abbreviated to HRW with the edition number, but 
especially the 13th edition. 

The road running south 
Eric Birley carried out the first excavations on parts of the fort in May 193o, reporting 

his aim, to find the thickness of the Wall and its relation to the east and west walls of 
the fort, his findings, and his conclusions supported by a sketch plan and photographs 
in Transactions.4  He was guided by the outline of the fort on the O.S. 1/2500 sheet 1925 
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edition derived from MacLaughlan's survey for the Duke of Northumberland. In short 
he established in Mill Field fort wall foundations, a berm of 9 ft, an inner ditch 20 ft 
wide and 6 ft 6 ins deep on MacLaughlan's line of the west wall. The wide visible ditch 
was found to be medieval. The west wall was still running north at the escarpment and 
a mass of rammed gravel represented the southern edge of the intervallum road. The 
wall here had perished by post-Roman erosion of the cliff. A guard chamber pointed to 
the approximate position of the west gate; clay and cobble foundations of the south wall 
were proved about 15 ft south of MacLaughlan's line, and, from indications in a garden 
north of the road, the east wall also appeared to be close to MacLaughlan's line. Birley, 
then, was able to estimate the size of the fort, show where the Wall would have been 
and suggest where future digging might be profitable: 

In the field opposite the church, there are considerable indications of buildings, and west of 
them a road running south. The position is not unsuitable for a bath-building; and here alone 
is there a prospect of finding stratified remains of the Roman occupation undisturbed.5  

These forward-looking suggestions, which included the checking of the size of the 
west gateway and the line of the east wall, were never per se followed up, and inevitably 
with the passage of time the road south, the vicus and the bath-house have become facts, 
repeated in succeeding editions of the Wall Handbook from the tenth to the thirteenth. 
In the early days of my road researches I learned to be wary of "the eye of faith" and 
seek supporting evidence; I tried my hand and eye at Bowness; I saw no signs of an agger 
running south at the west side of the field opposite the church, only a vaguely defined 
strip of wettish ground and some unrelated bumps between the west hedge and a 
mediaeval ploughrigg roughly parallel to it. My scepticism was fed after reading Harold 
Duff's report on the sewer trench cut across the field in 1938,6  Roman material was 
found, he knew of the so-called road and stated specifically that there was no trace of 
pavé or kerbs. Thus the deduction from the existence of this road, that it issued from a 
south gate nearer the west end of the fort than the east, that the fort faced west and that 
its anatomy could be sketched in with tolerable certainty, rested on very shaky ground. 

The field survey. 0.S. 1322 (1926 edition) 
Helped by Mr A. Whitehead and Mr J. Huddart, I investigated the course of the 

supposed road on 3 and 4 November 1986 with the permission of the owner, Mrs Mary 
Ringe. We looked first at the north bank of the ditch at the south end of the field as it 
afforded an accessible continuous section 14o ft long and 7 ft deep; it was all clearly 
anciently filled ground without stratification, a featureless depth of about 6 ft to ditch 
water level of dark brown, crumbly and gritty slightly humose loam containing some 
pebbles, cobbles, water-worn boulders, and sandstone waste. A small pit at the toe of 
the ditch bank where the slope was less steep exposed a layer of peat resting on grey 
sandy clay at a depth of 7 ft from ground surface. The composition of the peat and 
identifiable fragments of Phragmites indicated pond bottom deposits. No pottery was 
found. If there had been a road south hereabouts it should have left some trace somewhere 
in the length of section examined. We tested the ground with steel probe and soil auger 
at a number of places along the course of the "road" and across the obvious plough rigg 
parallel to it on the east side. Results were not conclusive in that there was no consistent 
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PLATE r - Aerial view of Bowness from the north-west before housing development had encroached on the 
fort area. (Cambridge University Collection: copyright reserved). 
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evidence of a hard layer of stone which could be interpreted as road bottoming. Four 
soil profile pits were opened, the first 45 ft from the north hedge and 25 ft from the west 
hedge should have found the centre of the agger, but reached the red boulder clay at a 
depth of 3o ins, passing through dark grey-brown loam with scattered pebbles. Three 
pieces of Roman pot were found, unstratified. The relatively sharp transition to the clay 
must suggest either that the normally to be expected characteristic upper horizons had 
been dug away in antiquity or that the clay represented the spread spoil from the digging 
of the fort ditches, both Roman and medieval. 

The second and third pits were dug in line 8 ft apart a little to the south of the sewer 
laid in 1938. A nearby manhole cover gave us the line; the intention was to avoid the 
original trench and yet get some idea of the material through which it had been dug and 
from which the recorded finds had been recovered. PIT 2: dark grey-brown loam with 
a few pebbles to a depth of 20 ins where cobbles and boulders appeared, at first sight 
like road bottoming, but they were randomly placed and lay in soft sticky dark-grey 
mud which contained grit, pebbles and sandstone waste. Probing proved this material 
to a depth of 53 ins (i.e. 73 ins from the surface) where the underlying boulder clay could 
be felt by its characteristic firm gritty resistance both to penetration and withdrawal of 
the probe. PIT 3: dark grey-brown loam to 33 ins, a few cobbles and small blocks of 
sandstone in sticky grey mud, like typical ditch fill; probed to 72 ins with little resistance. 
A few Roman sherds, horse teeth, and a short length of bronze wire formed by rolling 
very thin sheet metal, were recovered from the mud. As in PIT 2 a water table established 
itself quickly at about 20 ins from the surface of the ground. PIT 4: 36 ft south of PIT 
3: soil profile very like PIT 2 without the boulders: water rose quickly to within 20 ins 
of the surface. Again the impression was of waterlogged ditch fill; we probed to a depth 
of 6o ins without meeting any resistance: no pottery, but more teeth and calcined food 
bones were recovered. 

While the investigation eliminated the possibility of a Roman road on this line it also 
showed that, taken with the evidence of filled ground and basal peat in the ditch side, 
there must have been a large pond, or water filled clay pit, ready to receive Roman 
debris. Another of my ideas can be abandoned, that the Vallum ran across this field, 
and the sewer trench of 1938 might have been dug along the line of the silted up or 
obliterated Vallum ditch. This cannot now be so, because pits 3 and 4 are more than 
35 ft apart and their combined width increases this to about 40 ft which is twice the 
normal top width of the standard Valium ditch. 

The orientation of the Roman fort 
With the road south eliminated in this location the south gate from which it was 

presumed to issue must be sought elsewhere. The outline of the fort first planned by 
MacLaughlan and published in 1847 was put on the first edition of the 1/2500 O.S. 
sheet: the fort was shown with square corners for some reason. The same outline on the 
edition of 190o was modified for the 1925 edition by rounding the corners. Birley used 
this edition as the basis of his Fig. 1.' MacLaughlan was wrong about the Wall on the 
north side; it had long since vanished at the time of his survey. He was right about the 
west wall as Birley confirmed, and 15 ft inside Birley's line for the south wall; a question 
mark hangs over the east wall. As it happens the uncertainty about the exact position of 
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FIG. 1. — Mr Huddart's survey in field O.S. 1 322 using the sewer manhole cover as datum. The four soil 
profile pits lie between line A-B and the field hedge to the west. 

the east wall will hardly affect the force of the arguments I shall be putting forward for 
choosing a site for the south gate. The definitive outline of the fort with road south was 
Richmond's plan drawn on the 1925 edition;8  there were two modifications: the west 
wall south of the modern road was drawn diverging to the east of Birley's line to a 
maximum of about Io ft at the south-west corner of the fort, and the east wall was put 
about 20 ft to the east of MacLaughlan's line.9  I can find nothing published to support 
this and am inclined to favour MacLaughlan. It is almost certain that the fort at Kirkbride 
was dismantled and the garrison brought to a new fort at Bowness as a consequence of 
the "fort decision". The earliest forts to be added to the line of the Wall at this time 
were intended to project beyond the Wall by about a third of their length. Birdoswald 
is an example which also illustrates a change in thinking between the time of addition 
and the time of replacing turf with stone. Until this change a compromise enabled forts 
in impossible situations, Housesteads on the crags, Bowness on the headland, to be 
turned 90° to face east. 

These two forts are in fact closely comparable, Housesteads is 610 ft by 367 ft, Bowness 
is probably 7I  o ft (the east wall is in doubt) by 42o ft. Taking fort width as unity in each 
case the proportions work out as I : 1.66 and I : 1.69 respectively. Doing the arithmetic 
again on the assumption that Bowness proportions were also I : 1.66 gives a length for 
the fort of 697.2 ft which is very close to the scaled distance on the 1/2500 sheet between 
Birley's established position of the west wall and MacLaughlan's line of the east wall. 
In the same way the position of the south gate at Housesteads, measuring from the east 
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wall to the spina, can be expressed as a proportion of the length of the south wall, 
namely I : 2.847. Applying this ratio to Bowness, assuming a fort length of 700 ft, places 
the south gate 245.87 ft from either end. The same calculation for a fort 720 ft long 
merely increases the figure to 252.89 ft so that the calculated gate position is not 
significantly altered, moving it about 8 ft to east or to west. 

There is no difficulty in deciding the true position of the south gate when one sees 
how the modern streets of the village seem to reflect the road pattern of the fort. As one 
approaches the village from the south the gate must be under, or very close to, the north-
west corner of the first block of buildings on the right after the church, the porta 
principalis dextra. The via principalis would have tranversed the fort to the lost porta 
principalis sinistra; its line seems to be confirmed by a heavily metalled path against a 
high stone wall. In 1976 Dr Potter carried out an excavation of part of the land adjoining 
the lane on the east side.10  Zone E extended to the lane side and here a phase I building 
was identified: it had a verandah 2 m wide which we can now see as giving on to the via 
principalis. The fort faced east; once this reorientation is accepted other things fall into 
place: the "southward road to Kirkbride",11  which I was quite unable to trace in the 
fields towards Bowness Hall and which could hardly have been needed as the two forts 
were not co-existent, can be put on a more convincing line. This road would have issued 
from the south gate as an extension of the via principalis in a straight line to a point just 
beyond the fort ditches; a slight turn by the churchyard begins an alignment, coinciding 
with 30o yds of modern road, that appears to be based on the high ground at Brackenrigg, 
about a mile south-east of Bowness. This line would have avoided the lough south of 
Bowness Hall shown on Donald's map of 1774, and may have been made to give access 
to marching camps seen as crop marks on the rigg.12  Indeed the road may have gone no 
further.13  On this line the road would have run across the south-east corner of the field 
opposite the rectory giving point to Bainbrigg's observation: 

"He found a faire payment, as might be, plowing in a little close besides the parsonage, the 
like was found in ther towne feildes."14  

But there are other little closes beside the parsonage if this was not field 687 on the 
manorial survey, see below and Fig. 3. 

The vicus 
To most people it is axiomatic that every Roman fort developed a civil settlement of 

traders, craftsmen and camp followers who built for themselves shops and houses along 
the sides of the roads leading out from the fort gates. This is not necessarily true. At 
Bowness the evidence of a vicus is slight, a fragment of a tombstone from the churchyard, 
a trader's vow to repaint his letters in gold, various reports of buildings south-east of 
the fort, and various mounds in the field opposite the church, assumed to be vicus 
buildings fronting the road running south. An aerial photograph taken in 1976 to show 
the location of Dr Potter's excavation15  shows up some of the more prominent mounds 
as scorch marks, described in the caption as "a. Vicus buildings facing the south road". 
That'year was the second summer of drought, the lines of scorching highlight the obvious 
north to south bank and at least four other comparable banks at right angles to it at 
intervals on the east side. The disappearance of the south road weakens the prima facie 
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FIG. 2. — The Roman fort at Bowness-on-Solway. The revised outline is based on Cumberland sheet XIV 4 1925 edition with these assumptions: that the fort was 
a regular rectangle and the west gate was axial, that the MacLaughlan/Birley line of the west wall, MacLaughlan's line of the east wall (checked by Birley) and 
Birley's line for the south wall are acceptable. The broken line outside the fort marks a zone wide enough to accommodate a berm of 9 ft and two ditches 20 ft 
wide. A square junction with Hadrian's Wall is suggested, as at Stanwix and Drumburgh, assuming the fort was rebuilt in stone when Turf Wall was replaced 
by Stone Wall. E = Zone E, Potter's excavation of 1976, a phase I timber building with verandah. 
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case for remains of the vicus here; the nature of the north-south bank, its line unbroken 
by doorways and alley entrances and built of turf and boulders, suggests a relatively 
modern field dyke. Some of the cross banks are more than 6o ft apart which means they 
outline small crofts rather than ruined buildings. Through the kindness of Mr B. C. 
Jones I have been able to study copies of the manorial survey and entries in the record 
book he wrote: 

The enclosed map of Bowness was drawn about 1775,  long before the time of parliamentary 
enclosures. It shows how the strips of the old open fields had been consolidated and put behind 
dykes or hedges by this time and may help you to plot the lines on the aerial photographs. I 
have also enclosed a section of the manorial survey to which the map relates so that you can 
read the field names. The extract from the terrier of the glebe, also enclosed, will help you to 
see how the glebe was scattered in small portions. The Pihils is probably Pickhill in the Survey 
at no. 692 on the map. 

The terrier is dated Tuesday the 22nd of June 1731. 
The map shows the north-south dyke as a broken line; opposite the church there was 

a substantial house listed as 685 House and Fold in the register, just south of it was a 
smaller building fronting the present road, and then an enclosure described as 687 
Orchard. A small square towards the southern end may indicate a watering place because 
the O.S. First Edition marks a well there. The rest of the field is 686 Backhouse Garth. 
This may be a man's name, or mean the garth belonging to the bake-house. The plan 
supports my alignment for the road south where fields 75o  and  751  are separated by a 
dyke exactly on the alignment. The old road here turned sharply east and then north 
round 751; the modern road was taken straight across on the line of the dividing dyke. 

The field pattern was very close to its final form as it appeared on the First Edition. 
Acremire lane was narrowed from a very wide droveway to a neat lane and a marl pit 
was opened to one side of it; buildings were extended or disappeared, new farms were 
created; the rectory was moved from the roadside 50  yds to the east in 1858 and back 
again in time to be put on the 1925 edition. Some fields were subdivided, others put 
together like Jeffrey Croft to make larger parcels. The pattern was determined by the 
slow rationalization of the strip system, the medieval ridge and furrow, of which hardly 
a trace survives today — perhaps one rigg and part of another in Backhouse Garth. Aerial 
photographs of the Bowness area show that practically every ploughable field shows the 
narrow "wheat riggs", 6 to 8 yds apart, the signature of the Golden Age of Agriculture 
scored across the landscape and preserved in permanent pasture as a consequence of 
changes in farming practice. There are many interesting articles in Transactions dealing 
with aspects of Cumbrian agriculture, for example one by Bainbridge: Some factors in 
the Development of Cumbrian Agriculture, especially during the Nineteenth Century. 61  His 
note (2) in the Appendix is succinct: 

The most important change in the period 1866-1900 was the laying down of the land to grass 
and the decline in arable cultivation, especially the abandonment of wheat. The natural 
accompaniment of this was the increase in stock, relatively greatest in cattle because they are 
best fitted to live on land formerly tilled. 

Centuries of strip farming and the intense activity of the nineteenth century, right up 
to the edge of the village and even over the south-west corner of the fort, must surely 
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FIG. 3. — Drawing based on the manorial survey of 1775  (Cumbrian record Office (Carlisle) D/LONS/L) to 
show the buildings and field dykes in the field opposite the church (0.S. 1322) and the change in Acremire 
Lane and Jeffrey Croft. The south mound of the Vallum must have influenced the direction of the lane and 
the siting of the north hedge. 

have removed any substantial remains of extra-mural buildings. It is interesting to note 
that fields on the manorial plan, nos. 712, 713 and 677, which will have had the south-
west corner of the fort in their northern parts, are named Borgans (Borgins in the terrier). 
Elsewhere in Cumbria the form is Borrans, derived from OE burgæsn, used in a general 
way to designate the mounds and heaps of stones of ancient remains. 

There is another complication, the medieval ditch and the disposal of the upcast. It 
is a visible feature in Mill Field north of the road, a slight hollow may be its continuation 
south of the road where surface indications of its course fade out. It would be logical to 
assume that when the ditch was dug there were fort walls and gates still surviving, to a 
height and in a good enough condition, to be easily repaired thus creating a valuable 
strategic stronghold on the Solway at relatively small cost. If this was so the wide ditch 
must have surrounded the fort (one cannot be sure about the north front) and the 
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positions of the gates would not necessarily have been altered. Birley found the inner 
lip of the wide ditch 3o ft from the front of the west wall in 1930; Charles Daniels 
investigated the land on the west of the ditch in 195517  expecting to find remains of a 
civil settlement along the road side. His trenches revealed no structures, but the ground 
level had been raised in medieval times18  and his summary19  is a fair indication of what 
we might expect to find beyond the ditch in other places. The church stands on a little 
knoll south of the fort; the first church must have been smaller than the present one 
and about 70 ft from the fort wall, which allowing for a berm of 9 ft and two ditches 
with a top width of 20 ft, places it about 20 ft from the outer lip of the outer ditch. 
Twelfth century work in the church points to the possibility of the church being there 
before the wide ditch was cut. When it was cut (if it was) there would have been sufficient 
space to accommodate it. The ground slopes away from the church to south and east 
and becomes peaty where the level of the alluvium (2nd terrace of warp) is reached. The 
modern village grew to the east on the higher and better drained boulder clay, the village 
street following the line of the road from the east gate. Here might have been the main 
concentration of the civil settlement, particularly after the slighting of the Valium. Some 
evidence of occupation was seen on each side of the road to Kirkbride at the southern 
ends of fields O.S. 1288 and 1289 during the test pitting of 1968; between the plough 
soil and the boulder clay lay an occupation level, samian ware was found in one pit and 
part of a dish in black-burnished ware in another. 

The course of the Valium 
The main feature of the Vallum is a wide deep ditch with the upcast from it neatly 

arranged in linear mounds along each side, the whole being 120 ft across. It was laid out 
in long straight lengths close to the Wall on the south side from Newcastle to Bowness. 
Near Bowness the last visible traces may be seen in the fields south-east of the village 
on an alignment, from a turning point a little to the south of Port Carlisle, pointing 
towards Bowness church. The Valium was identified in 1934  near Milecastle 78:20  the 
ditch was 23 ft wide, 62 ft deep on the north side, had steeply sloping sides (about 45° 
assuming a bottom width of 8 ft); the centre of the south mound was 5o ft from the centre 
line of the ditch, and traces of the north mound were noted at the same distance on the 
other side. The south mound was retained by a pair of turf built kerbs. These details 
establish the features of the Valium within a mile of Jeffrey Croft. It has always been 
assumed because of its "divergencies" south of forts elsewhere on the Wall that the 
Valium passed by Bowness fort on the south side and ran out to the shore somewhere 
to the west of it, an assumption supported by the reported turn south (actually to the 
west) after reaching the field called Jeffrey Croft. There was no reason for questioning 
this idea when I set out a possible line for the further course of the Valium in my article 
on Bowness21  as a basis for field work. In October 1968 the late George Richardson and 
I began exploratory digging in Jeffrey Croft in order to identify the turning point and 
follow the ditch on its new alignment. Results were inconclusive: the first trench found 
the ditch close to the east hedge of the croft and other trenches should have revealed the 
"sharp turn south" described in the Handbook22  and shown on the O. S. Map of Hadrian's 
Wall. We found ancient creeks in the marine alluvium which showed no signs of their 
presence at the surface. I discussed our difficulties with Eric Birley: apparently the turn 
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was based on surface indications seen during field work by F. G. Simpson and others in 
1946. The late Miss K. S. Hodgson was one of the party and George Richardson sought 
her opinion which was that, in her view, the turn south was not proved. He pursued the 
investigation in 1969 without making any real progress. A new approach to the problem 
was needed and the stimulus to tackle the Vallum again came from an unexpected 
direction in February 1986: Mr John Charlton sent me a map of the Solway which he 
was about to destroy, he wrote: "Scribbled on it (to Grace Simpson's dictation) is the 
Valium set of verses composed by the Cumberland Excavation Committee earlier in the 
century; and ... the magic name Kirkbride, made me think of you". The Valium was 
not shown on this edition west of Burgh by Sands, but someone had put on the map a 
pencil line continuing the approximate course of the Valium from the change point near 
Port Carlisle, where it had been proved in 1935, to the centre of Bowness. I was not the 
first to think of this possibility. I wrote to Dr Simpson in the hope that she would 
remember the occasion and be able to tell me what was seen, and if anything was 
published. She was there in 1946: she sent me a photograph taken by Ian Richmond of 
the field party comprising the Rev. M. P. Charlesworth, herself, her father, F. G. 
Simpson and Miss K. S. Hodgson. She could find no reference to any work on the 
Valium either in Transactions or the Journal of Roman Studies (Roman Britain in 1946). 
She could not find her father's 25 in. O.S. map 1925 edition of Bowness which would 
surely have been marked up with the results of the fieldwork. Furthermore she looked 
through Richmond's notebooks in the Ashmolean library but could not find the one for 
the crucial period between the end of 1945  and the 4th of October 1946. Thus the first 
mention of the "sharp turn south" occurs undocumented in HRW Io. 

The bibliography in HRW 1 o does not include Duff's report on the sewer trench in 
193823  not any reference to work on the Valium in 1946. I then asked the National 
Monuments Record for the documentary evidence for the turn being shown on the O.S. 
Map of Hadrian's Wall and received a copy of the strip map annotated by G. Geary, the 
field inspector, on 9.6.55 and 16.7.55, sources being either HRW to or oral information 
from Richmond. (Appendix I and Fig. 4). It is a long time from 1946 to 1955  and we 
have to accept HRW 10 with reservations without knowing for certain whether there 
was any on-site consultation between Richmond and Geary or merely an exchange of 
views through the post. I summarised the results of the fieldwork in 1968 as follows: 

In the Croft there are surface indications of a wide curving ditch, a slight hollow. Trials across 
seemed to show a ditch more than 20 ft wide, and further trials near Acremire Lane indicated 
ditch continuing but diverging from the curving hollow, and close to the lane we found, just 
below plough depth, road bottoming 16 ft wide and kerbed. To the north-west its line closed 
with the line of the lane and took its alignment towards the Rectory. 

In March 1969 George Richardson reported further work in Jeffrey Croft: 

On the principle of working from the known to the unknown I decided to take another look at 
the "road" we found in October. We set out a line of trenches on a bearing at right angles to 
the apparent line of the road (and therefore also to the known line of the Vallum), starting near 
Acremire Lane hedge about 20 yds west of the October trenches. Our second and third trenches 
exposed the stony layer, but not as a continuous bottoming. It proved to be two bands of stone 
3 to 4 ft wide with a strip about 6 ft wide between them which is practically free of stone. This 
has a hard-packed brown layer 3 to 4 inches thick directly overlying the basic yellow clay — 
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FIG. 4. — The course of the Valium and the turn on the MS Strip Map from the National Monuments Record, 
Southampton. The legends in the numbered panels are set out in Appendix I. 

either rammed soil or heavily compressed turf. A second line of trenches 20 ft farther west 
showed the same sequence, but extended to an overall width of 19 ft 6 ins instead of 12 ft 6 ins 
as in the first line. This is clearly not a road, but much more like kerbing for a mound. 
Continuing the first of our trenches we found the lip of a ditch 27 ft from the northern edge of 
the stony layer, the intervening surface being featureless yellow clay. We were able to expose 
about 3 ft of the ditch and followed it down to a depth of 2 ft from the old surface level; it 
seemed to be going down at a 45° slope, but the bottom filled with water, making observation 
difficult — the final depth was assessed with the probe. The ditch fill was a very dark layer about 
2 ins thick, grey silt, and then about 6 ins of mixed red and brown clay suggestive of a deliberate 
levelling with surface materials on top of the silted ditch. The section seemed to be more regular 
and definite than the edge of the old creek we exposed before, naturally I am speculating 
whether this could be the south mound foundation and the ditch of the Valium. The overall 
width of the kerbing is somewhat small but the general dimensions are at least within the realms 
of possibility. But it is at least 5o yds south of where it ought to be if the line on the O.S. map 
is right, and as far as one can judge from the run of the stones, admittedly on a very short 
length, parallel to that line. 

I have spent some time in the County Record Office going over the early maps and field 
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books. Some useful information has emerged: the boundary• of the i8th century enclosures in 
Jeffrey Croft (i.e. the north side of the original Acremire Lane see Fig. 3) was about 6o ft within 
the present field at the eastern end, which probably accounts for the hedge roots and traces of 
a mound which we noted earlier this year; they could well be the remains of the old field 
boundary. Jeffrey Croft was then divided into four fields, and I think we must look at our 
"causeways" again in relation to that pattern to see whether they have been laid for access to 
these fields. It is noticeable that towards Glasson the south edge of the i8th century enclosures 
follows very closely the line of the Valium, but I cannot see how that may help in the present 
sector. 

These unsuspected complications make it clear that tracing the course of the Vallum 
would require a great deal of time and effort as well as the goodwill of the landowners. 
For the present there seems to be sufficient negative evidence to make it unlikely the 
Valium turned west and passed south of the fort. That it crossed the field opposite the 
church can now be ruled out and the cross on the plans indicating the site of a bath-
house must be deleted. Fieldwalking, aerial photographs, old maps and bright ideas 
have provided no clues worth following up. If the Valium indeed turned to the west in 
Jeffrey Croft it would have passed from marine alluvium to boulder clay slopes at the 
other side of Acremire Lane where, surely, some sign of a slight hollow along the line 
of the ditch and some faint bumps for the mounds might still be discernible today both 
on the ground and from the air, but all is smooth and green. there is nothing to be seen 
which would justify renewed trial trenching. Furthermore, the Valium would have cut 
across at least 500 yds of moss, probably much more in Roman times. 

We get no help from considering the course of the Valium at the other end of the 
Wall at Newcastle where uncertainties remain. It seems logical that Hadrian's bridge 
and a bridgehead fort marked the start of the Wall, then came the Valium and the 
extension of the Wall to Wailsend. The Valium could have ended at the bridge or the 
fort and its function further east assumed by the north bank of the Tyne. At Bowness, 
if the last straight length of the Valium actually came to an end near the south-east 
corner of the fort, it would indeed be a neat and logical terminus. The fact that the fort 
is now seen as facing east makes no difference: three gates give access to land north, 
south and west of the fort and this must raise doubts about the Wall (in turf or later in 
stone) ever having extended beyond the headland. 

Much has been written about the Vallum: some see it as an integral part of the first 
plan of the Wall with a purely military function to limit unauthorised access to milecastles 
and turrets after the completion of building operations. Others see it as being no more 
than a boundary marker separating the province from the military zone of the Wall. 
However, it came with the "fort decision", perhaps just a little before, because it looks 
as if gaps were left where the additional forts were to be built. An ad hoc survey at this 
stage in the programme could have set the line of the Vallum a little further to the south, 
if the intention was ultimately to close the gaps, and thus the "kinks" required later 
would have been unnecessary. Benwell makes the point: the lines of the Valium on each 
side of the fort aim for a point about halfway between the postern gates and the south 
wall, an asymmetrical diversion carries it round the fort. The peculiar situation at 
Birdoswald suggests that closing the gap was an afterthought, carried out where there 
was insufficient room, and the road from the Valium crossing led immediately to the 
edge of a precipice. 
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If the last length of Valium approaching Bowness was laid out and started before the 
fort was planned, and a gap was left, its aiming point could have been Milecastle 8o, 
and if this was comparable with the nearest Turf Wall Milecastle 7924  it would have 
occupied a space 75 ft square with its southern limit 75 ft from the line of the Wall. Thus 
a minimum of half a milecastle could have survived the marine erosion that took the 
Wall away. Potter's 1976 excavation25  found nothing that would suggest that there had 
once been at least part of a turf and timber structure in Zone E, but the pit in the natural 
red clay, feature 18, and particularly its fill, may hint that the milecastle was not far 
away, possibly a little to the west. As I have shown in The Problem of Bowness-on-
Solway26  there are too many uncertainties in trying to determine the exact site of 
Milecastle 8o by measurement, and proof by excavation would be practically impossible 
anyway. For the present we can do no more than draw lines on the map and observe 
how the alignment of the last section of Vallum, if taken on to Bowness, would meet 
the restored line of the Wall about Ioo yards east of the west end of the fort. Here might 
have been a milecastle and we may wonder if the Valium ditch finished with a square 
end against a side wall, as in the case of Milecastle 49, Harrow's Scar, or whether the 
Valium stopped short of the site of the new fort. The sighting point for this last section 
was clearly the highest point of the boulder clay hill on which Bowness now stands, 
behind Bank Farm, which I reckon is at least 65 ft O.D., the nearest spot level on the 
road being 59. The tall trees in the rectory garden block the line of sight when Bowness 
is viewed from the evident traces of mounds and ditch near Turret 79a, three-quarters 
of a mile to the east. (See Fig. 2). 

The soil survey 
The arguments put forward above had to be tested. I thought it best to avoid Jeffrey 

Croft and seek permission from the Glebe Management Committee for a soil survey by 
augering across field 1338, part of the glebe,27  as a preliminary to planning an excavation 
if the results should justify it. Permission was forthcoming and the survey was carried 
out 22 May 1987. A Dutch auger was used capable, with extensions, of boring to a depth 
of more than 72 ins and bringing up successive cores 7 ins long and 2 ins thick. The 
colour and texture of each sample retrieved is described and any other features such as 
small stones, concretions, iron staining and roots which might be significant. The parallel 
cutters make a hole 32 ins in diameter so that the auger may be easily withdrawn; 
however, with increasing depth in plastic subsoils the bore slowly closes in, hindering 
withdrawal. If the bore is not then carefully reamed out there is a danger of contaminating 
or losing the samples. The depth from the ground surface at which changes in colour 
and texture are found, and the full depth of each bore is recorded. 

Fifteen bores were sunk; the site of each was marked by taking out a small square of 
turf both to allow the clean entry of the auger and a tidy finish when the turf was 
replaced. They were at to ft intervals starting from the lane hedge 64 ft from the east 
hedge, in a line across to a point on the opposite hedge Io6 ft from the east hedge. Slope 
was assessed with an Abney level being 2.5 ft overall, but most of the fall away from the 
lane was in the first 4o ft, the rest being practically level. Messrs Stan Smith and Jim 
Huddart did all the boring. I logged the cores, and Dr Grace Simpson who had joined 
the team observed the proceedings very closely. The evidence from the 15 bores showed 
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very clearly that no trench along that line would provide a satisfactory substantive section 
of the Valium ditch and mounds and, therefore, any idea of excavation here at some 
time in the future must be abandoned. The high water-table at 24 ins, seasonally rising 
to the ground surface and water-logged, unstable, silty clays at depth would call for 
close timbering and pumping., Moreover, the interpretation of the sections would be 
difficult and would require specialist knowledge of sedimentation. It is equally clear 
that the great variation in depth, thickness and nature of the materials sampled, points 
to ancient disturbance of the ground, a disturbance most certainly complicated by 
subsequent slumping, silting, and soil creep, and more recently by intensive land use 
and enclosure. On balance the evidence, such as it is, particularly the material from 
bore 6 and the Lezoux sherd, which is consistent with a silted up ditch, supports the 
case for the Vallum continuing in a straight line across Jeffrey Croft towards Bowness 
church, a line which if taken on would reach the Wall at the highest point of the 
headland. Here ought to be Milecastle 80. This brings me back to the starting point of 
this investigation, namely my thoughts about the true end of the Wall in the west as I 
collected notes for the New Schedule of Coastal Sites, notes which reminded me of the 
unfinished work of 1968 and 1969 and the need to complete it. It is completed, so far 
as I am able to take it, and I end by quoting myself: 

If the Valium is seen as defining the administrative and civil boundary with the intention of 
excluding the military zone of the Wall from the newly defined province, then the change from 
land frontier to sea-shore (the water's edge being the ultimate limit) is at Bowness where Wall 
and Valium come together at the fort sited on a bluff commanding the Solway. There is now 
no land north of the Wall and passage of the frontier must be by sea. The shore is the border, 
to be watched and patrolled from milefortlets and towers set as close to the tide as local 
circumstances and experience dictate. 
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Appendix I 

The MS Strip Map (Fig. 4) 
The field inspector's notes on the copy of the 1/2500 MS Strip Map received from the 

National Monuments Record, Southampton, would be indecipherable if reproduced to 
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a smaller scale for this report, therefore, on the drawing made from it (Fig. 4) the panels 
are numbered and the notes they contain are as follows: 
I. The Valium was discovered in this field and made a turn almost due west soon after 

entering it. No survey was made and the course I have shown is only approximate. 
Oral. I. A. Richmond, M.A., F.S.A. (16.7.55) (Course plotted by I.A.R.) G. Geary, 
F.I. 16.7.55. Comment: It is clear that Geary used Richmond's own words and that 
Richmond himself plotted the approximate course in 1955.  One must conclude from 
the words "No survey was made ..." that the course was not plotted in 1946, 
probably I suspect because the investigation was inconclusive for the same reasons 
the 1968 work made no progress in trying to confirm the turn. 

2. No trace in this field. G. Geary, F.I. 9.6.55. Comment: field 1287 was examined for 
traces of the Valium, probably because of note 3. 

3. This is an old stream bed and not part of the Valium. Oral. I. A. Richmond, M.A., 
F.S.A. (16.7.55) G. Geary, F.I. 16.7.55. Cancelled G. Geary, F.I. 16.7.55. Comment: 
the turn south shown here obviously was a mistake, there being no old stream bed 
here, one is visible in the south-east corner of Jeffrey Croft (1340); the F.I. cancelled 
the note and crossed out his lines. See note 5. 

4. Nothing visible in the two fields east of Jeffrey Croft but the ditch has been traced as 
far as Jeffrey Croft where it turns sharply and reaches Acremire Lane. HRW p. 209. 
G. Geary, F.I. 9.6.55. Comment: arrow to the turn crossed out. 

5. Ditch ploughed down and not surveyable but quite distinct and exactly similar to 
other sections of ploughed down Valium ditch. G. Geary, F.I. 9.6.55. Comment: this 
note cancelled, it contradicted note 4. 

6. No trace. Conjectural course is prolongation of course to E. G. Geary, F.I. 9.6.55. 
Comment: arrows go to 1340 (Jeffrey Croft), 1286 (crossed out) and to 1283 where 
north and south mounds are indicated as being visible. 

Broken lines on the Strip Map shows the course of the Valium: the outer lines indicate 
the centre lines of the north and south mounds, too ft apart, the inner lines the lips of 
the Valium ditch assumed to be about 20 ft apart. This is standard practice and makes 
good sense in areas where, as here, the land has been so smoothed and levelled that the 
only evidence recoverable by excavation would be the buried partial profile of the Valium 
ditch. 

Appendix II 

The geology and the soil augerings (Fig. 5) 
Any discussion of the significance of the materials retrieved from the augerings must 

be based on an understanding of the depositional history of the area. The retreat of the 
last incursion of ice, the Scottish Readvance Glaciation, left a deposit of varying thickness 
of red sandy boulder clay over the solid geology. The higher parts are visible today as 
low green hills, but the greater part appears to have been fairly level and without natural 
drainage channels so that water lay over wide areas as shallow tarns. Sea level was much 
lower than it is today. Open water remained in at least three places until quite recently, 
a lough near Cardurnock, another smaller one south of Bowness Hall, and Lily Tarn 
east of Rogersceugh. The first sediments were grey or blue-grey silty clays without 
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organic remains as one would expect after the retreat of the ice until climate amelioration 
allowed the development of plant cover. The rise in sea level in relation to the land had 
two effects: it produced terraces of warp, and beach gravels, which altered the regional 
drainage. A second rise in sea level about 4,000 years ago to a higher level created the 
highest terrace and raised the beaches. The succession of sediments in basins away from 
the coast is relatively simple, but near the low hills of boulder clay, natural drainage 
and erosional forces brought materials of differing colour and texture to contribute to 
the deposition of the marine alluvium and complicate the picture. In Jeffrey Croft the 
pale yellow silty alluvium representing the level reached by the last rise in sea level 
covers areas of yellow and brown stoneless clays which can only have been derived from 

22 
	

23 
	

24 

MARINE ALLUVIUM 	1st 8 2nd TERRACE 

SITE OF SOIL BORINGS y 

FIG. 5. — The glacial and recent deposits near Bowness and the course of the Valium. Based on Sheet 17 
(Drift) Geological Survey of England and Wales. Appendix II. 

nearby boulder clay. Another complication is the unsuspected presence of ancient and 
recent tidal creeks in the mud flats, both either naturally silted up or filled in by field 
levelling and cultivation after intake and enclosure. Two watercourses have been altered, 
the stream flowing eastwards south of the Rectory draining a tongue of moss occupying 
a hollow in the boulder clay, and the outfall ditch from the drained lough between 
Bowness Hall and Brackenrigg which, on Donald's Map c. 1774, flows directly to the 
mill lough at the east end of Bowness. On its way it must have collected the flow of the 
first somewhere near the Rectory. However, the manorial survey map c. 1775  shows that 
the drainage had already been rationalized and flow from both streams conducted along 
the line of the Wall to a mill lough. What effect the building of the Wall and digging 
of Valium had on local drainage cannot be assessed. It is possible the flow from the 
lough by Bowness Hall reached the shore of the Solway east of Knockcross, and the 
other ditch ran out at the east end of Bowness through the gap in the "rim" of boulder 
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clay between the village and Knockcross traversing, if not feeding, a peat bog where 
now is Rectory garden, glebe, and churchyard extension. 

We had a glimpse of a small part of the expected succession in Backhouse Garth where 
grey silty clays and Phragmites peat could be related to Ordnance Datum at 3F5 ft, and 
in choosing to explore the glebe I expected the boulder clay slope to be easily identifiable 
and to extend under like deposits at no great depth so that any abrupt change might 
show the beginning of Valium ditch. This was true up to a point as the profile details 
show. 

SOIL AUGERING: PROFILE DETAILS 
Ground level 	Bore no. 	Profile description, depth in inches 
OD in feet 
33•o 	 1 	o Dark grey-brown sandy clay loam, small stones. 

4o Grey sandy clay, transition to 
red sandy clay. 	(South mound?) 

32.8 	 2 	o Dark grey-brown sandy loam. 
25 Sandy clay loam, small stones. 
4(2 Grey sandy clay. 	(South mound?) 

32.3 	 3 	o Dark brown sandy loam, some small stones. 
3o Grey-brown sandy clay loam. 
44 Grey sandy clay loam. 
5_5 Featureless grey clayey alluvium. 

31.7 	 4 	o Grey-brown sandy clay loam. 
23 Grey-brown sandy clay, becoming 
28 less sandy. Stones. 
33 Dark grey-brown clay loam, becoming moist 
6o plastic and humose. 

31.2 	 5 	o Dark grey-brown clay loam, stoneless. 
32 Grey-brown clay loam with small grains of burnt clay. 
68 Red boulder clay without the expected grey transition. 

(Slope of side of Valium ditch?) 

3o•7 	 6 	o Very dark grey-brown fine sandy clay loam, grains of burnt 
clay, small stones. 

4o Pale grey-brown clay loam, small fragments of charcoal and 
calcined bone. Small worn sherd of decorated samian, Lezoux. 

66 Soft grey featureless grey clay loam, many small manganese 
concretions, waterlogged. 

Z Fine grey sand, marine alluvium or primary ditch silting. 
(Ditch fill?) 

30.4 	 7 	o Dark grey-brown sandy loam becoming paler and moister 
with depth, a few small stones. 

58 Grey clay loam, soft. 
64 Grey sandy clay. 
Z Reddish-brown sand to fine sand or loamy sand, cohesive. 
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30.2 8 o Dark brown sandy loam. 
20 	Dark grey-brown clay loam, some small stones. 
56 	Grey silty clay, very soft, waterlogged. 
6o 	Grey sandy clay. 
63 	Reddish-brown sandy clay. 

3o•I 9 o Dark grey-brown loam. 
3o 	Grey sandy loam. 
44 	Very dark grey-brown loam. 
6o 	Pale yellow clay. 
Z 	Brown clay. 

29.9 Io o Dark grey-brown sandy loam. 
20 	Dark grey clay loam, some small stones. 
6o 	Grey-brown clay loam. 
69 	Bluish-grey sandy loam. 	(North mound?) 
2 	Brown sandy clay, dense and dry. 

29.8 I I o Dark grey-brown sandy loam, small fragments of sandstone, 
iron staining, becoming warmer coloured with depth. 

Z 	Grey clay. 	(North mound?) 

297 12 o Dark grey-brown sandy loam, small pieces of charcoal. 
4o 	Dark grey-brown silty clay becoming darker and more humose 

with depth. 
2 	Humose clay, very soft and waterlogged. 

29.4 13 o Grey-brown sandy loam, sandstone fragments. 
25 	Pale brown sandy clay loam, becoming greyer with depth. 
2 	Dark grey-brown clay. 

29.7 14 o Dark grey-brown sandy clay loam. 
28 	Brown sandy clay loam. 
3o 	Grey clay. 
5o 	Dark grey clay loam. 

Dark grey humose alluvial clay. 

29.8 15 o Humose dark brown loam. 
42 	Grey-brown sandy clay merging into grey 
47 	alluvial clay. 
Z 	Featureless humose clay, very soft and waterlogged. 

Notes 
Depths of changes in the nature of the profile are in inches from the surface of the ground, the 

lowest reading is underlined to indicate it is the actual depth reached by the auger, and not 
necessarily the beginning of another horizon. Humose is a term qualifying descriptions of mineral 
horizons in which organic matter affects the colour and texture of the soil but is not recognisable 
as a distinct constituent. Field experience is the main guide in this assessment. While bores I and 
2 suggest ploughed down south mound where ground level is higher, bore 6 must be seen as filled 
up Valium ditch even without the Lezoux sherd. My special thanks to Mr Huddart who, after 
the event, returned and surveyed the site of the bores so that the levels could be related to 
Ordnance Datum. 
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Appendix III 

The pottery and small finds 
Ten small sherds were found, 9 unstratified in pits I and 3. 

I. Part shoulder of cooking pot in Black-burnished ware from just below the rim: hard 
fine gritty fabric, grey core, no latticing visible. 

2. Part of base of pot or dish io mm thick in black-burnished ware, trace of scribed 
circular pattern, trimmed to a rough circle 20 mm diameter: gaming counter. 

3. Part rim of large jar, grey fabric, possibly Gillam's io6. 
4. Wall sherd of grey jar. 
5. Wall sherd of globular flagon, pale reddish-brown soft fabric. 
6. As no. 5, slightly redder colour shows it is from another pot. 
7. Sherd of large jar, hard red fabric, trace of yellow slip. 
8. Piece of amphora, worn, pale reddish-brown fabric, grey core, micaceous. 
9. Part rim of ewer, buff coloured hard fabric, trace of pale yellow glaze: medieval. 

to. Small worn samian sherd from bore 6 in the glebe: examined by Dr Simpson; 
decorated samian, micaceous, therefore Lezoux, second century. 	(Ditch of 
Vallum Field O.S. 1338). 

Bronze object 
From pit 3, thought to be bronze wire when found, 36 mm long 2 mm diameter, but 
it is a fine tube made by rolling very thin sheet metal. Catheter? 

These few sherds are like those from the sewer trench of 1938:28 to Duff's suggestion 
that the gold "ligula" may have had a medical use for extracting ointment from an 
unguent bottle, I would add wax from an ear. 
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